April 11th

“The DDR (Disarmament, Demobilization, Reintegration) applied to the Basque case: viability and opportunities”

April 11 - Carlos Santamaría Center
Antonio Beristain Auditorium

16:30 - 18:00 The DDR as an applied instrument of conflict resolution.

- Aaro Suonio. Specialist in conflict management and the Cabinet Chief for the Independent International Commission on Decommissioning in North Ireland.
- Omar Cortes. Navy Captain in retirement of the Colombian National Army and participant in the design and implementation of the model of the Ceasefire and Bilateral and Definitive Hostilities and the Leave of Arms, in the peace process with the FARC.

18:15 - 20:15 Reintegration into civil life. Difficulties and experiences.

- Jesus Flórez. Theologian and doctor in Anthropology. He is currently a member of the Coordinating Committee of the Pacific Regional Coordination.
- Justine Masika. Congolese activist and coordinator of Synergy of Women for Victims of Sexual Violence, an organization that works in defense of human rights, especially of women who have survived acts of sexual violence in war.
- Kristian Herbolzheimer. Director of the Transitions to Peace program (Philippines, Colombia) of the Conciliation Resources.

20:15 - 20:30 CONCLUSIONS.

- Veronique Dudouet. Director of programs of the Berghof Foundation (Berlin)